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Kenmore Elite® Fully-Integrated Dishwasher
PRODUCT FACTS
Product Overview:
The Kenmore Elite Fully-Integrated Dishwasher stands up to everyday
challenges, including busy families and little kids, with enough space to
hold 15 place settings. It offers an adjustable third rack to provide extra
loading area for large utensils and an adjustable middle rack to help
accommodate tall items that can be difficult to fit.
The fashionable black stainless steel design will help any kitchen stand
out from the crowd. The finish is satin-smooth and low maintenance,
specially designed to be smudge‐ and fingerprint‐resistant. The stainless
steel interior is beautiful and functional, designed to resist food stains
and retain heat to improve drying performance.
Key Features:
 Adjustable third rack is the perfect place to load large utensils,
freeing space on the lower racks for more loading options
 Mixed Load cycle provides variable wash intensities in one
load – clean delicate items with a gentle spray in the upper rack,
while lower racks receive a stronger spray for more aggressive
cleaning
 Adjustable middle rack provides flexibility and convenience to
more easily accommodate large and awkwardly shaped items,
such as wine glasses, pots, and platters, to avoid having to
wash by hand
 SmartWash® automatically adjusts water and energy use to the
load size and degree of cleaning needed, helping save valuable
resources
 Powerful wash system gets dishes clean from every direction
with a multi-level spray system that moves water in five
directions for full-coverage cleaning
 Smooth, light touch controls are located on the top panel so
they appear hidden underneath a countertop, creating a
seamless look that blends with any kitchen décor
 Quiet operation at 44dBA, the motor and the advanced filtration
system were designed with quiet in mind
Models/Dimensions:
 14693/7 (stainless/black stainless)
 Dimensions: W: 23-3/4 in. D: 24-5/8 in.
 Weight, Shipping: 99.9 lbs

H: 33-1/2 in.

About the Kenmore Brand
The Kenmore brand is an industry leader in delivering trusted performance in the
home with smart and stylish appliance innovations that help consumers do things
quicker, easier and better. Recognized as a top appliance brand for 100 years,
the Kenmore brand continues to give consumers more time, efficiency and better
results for better living with industry-leading products across small and large
appliance categories. For more information, log on to www.kenmore.com or
www.facebook.com/kenmore.

